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’WATER POSTMAN OF THE SUNDERBUNDS

Twice a month a lanky sun-baked R.A.F. Corporal clambers aboard a 120 ft

launch, and away she chugs towards the Bengal Sunderbunds - 8,000 square miles

comprising the largest delta In the world. By the time he returns from each

trip he has covered 550 miles of winding creeks and waterways.

He is "skipper" of the launch and has travelled more than 12,000 sea miles
in his unusual job as "water postman" - carrying mail and supplies to airmen at

their lonely posts.

With a crew cf nineteen Indian engineers, on each trip he carries a special
pilot to navigate some cf the more dangerous channels and narrow creeks bordered

"by tiger-infested jungle. At each outpost a dinghy is lowered and the Corporal
is the first man ashore with a mail bag ever his shoulder. The crew - often the

only human "beings who come into contact with the men of these lonely outposts -

receive a tremendous ovation when they arrive*

Rations, petrol, clothing and equipment rare also delivered - a job in the

hands of a L.A.C. from Lee's who can produce from the launch at a moment's notice

anything from a live goat or duck to a wireless aerial.

During these adventurous journeys the Corporal has had many exciting times

shooting wild game, including crocodiles* "However, my bag at the moment only
amounts to two deer, and I am preserving the skins and antlers to take home when
the time comes " he says.

His most trying experience was when the launch was caught in the terrific

cyclone at the end of 1942 and buffeted by gigantic 'waves for two days and was

only prevented from overturning by skilful navigation.

The "skipper" Corporal, whose home is at Hessle, Hull, and who was specially
chosen for this work because of his knowledge of Diesel engines, acts as travelling

grocer for the men who are stationed in these lonely surroundings and collects

orders for goods to he delivered on the next trip. It is his modest boast that
his men always deliver the goods.


